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Abstract
The success of experiences such as Seattle and Houston Wireless has attracted the atten-
tion on the so called wireless mesh community networks. These are wireless multihop networks
spontaneously deployed by users willing to share communication resources. Due to the com-
munity spirit characterizing such networks, it is likely that users will be willing to share other
resources besides communication resources, such as data, images, music, movies, disk quotas
for distributed backup, and so on. In other words, it is expected that peer-to-peer applications
will be deployed in such type of networks. In this paper we propose Willage, a platform for
resource localization in wireless mesh community networks with mobile users. The platform
is based on a two-tiered architecture: resources are made available at the lower tier, which
is composed of mobile terminals, whereas information on their localization is managed at the
upper layer, which is composed of wireless mesh routers. We also introduce Georoy, an algo-
rithm for the efficient retrieval of the information on resource localization based on the Viceroy
algorithm. Simulation results show that Willage achieves its goal of enabling efficient and
scalable peer-to-peer resource sharing in wireless mesh community networks.
Keywords: Wireless mesh networks, community networks, peer-to-peer applica-
tions, resource localization, scalability.
1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networks are a promising area for the deployment of new wireless communication
and networking technologies [1, 3]. Differently from traditional, infrastructure-less ad hoc net-
works, mesh networks are composed of two classes of nodes: mesh clients and mesh routers. Since
mesh routers typically have minimal mobility and are not energy constrained, they can be used
to provide a wireless communication infrastructure to the mesh clients. Consequently, the func-
tionalities required on the mesh clients can be significantly simplified with respect to traditional
ad hoc networks, potentially resulting in better network efficiency and scalability.
∗Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica e delle Telecomunicazioni, Univ. of Catania, Italy
†Istituto di Informatica e Telematica del CNR, Pisa, Italy
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One of the possible application scenarios for wireless mesh networks is the realization of
wireless community networks, which are becoming increasingly popular since the advent of cheap
wireless technologies such as IEEE 802.11. Following the success of experiences such as Seattle and
Houston Wireless [10, 20], several wireless community networks are spontaneously being created
all over the world. Currently, more than 300 wireless communities can be counted worldwide
[23], and this number is constantly increasing. Actually, we can expect that the standardization
activity which is currently focusing on wireless mesh technologies (see, e.g., the IEEE 802.11,
802.15, and 802.16 working groups) will provide a further boost to the development of wireless
mesh community networks.
Although wireless community networks are becoming widespread, and several applications for
this type of networks are envisioned, so far they can typically be used only to share commu-
nication resources, such as broadband Internet access. However, given the community spirit of
such networks, it is expected that users will be willing to share other resources, such as data,
images, music, movies, disk quotas for distributed backup, etc. It is therefore likely that peer-
to-peer applications will play a fundamental role in enriching the services offered by community
networks.
In this paper we consider one of the major problems to be solved in peer-to-peer applications,
i.e., efficiently finding the resources currently available in the network, in the context of wireless
mesh community networks. To address this problem, we propose a two-tier peer-to-peer platform
calledWillage (a shorthand for Wireless-Village). We believe our proposed platform can be used
as a fundamental building block in the development of community-related application services,
thus contributing to the creation of a wireless village in which mobile users (the village inhabitants)
use each other resources with an overall benefit to the community.
To the best of our knowledge, Willage is the first peer-to-peer platform which is explicitly
designed for wireless mesh networks. The emphasis in our design is on scalability, since we believe
this will be a fundamental property of any solution tailored to wireless community networks. In
fact, the coverage area of community networks is expected to increase up to an entire city area,
and we envision that the number of network nodes (both clients and routers) composing the
network will grow as well, up to hundreds or even thousands of nodes. As an example, around
500 wireless routers are used to provide wireless connectivity to the city of Rio Rancho, NM, USA
[2].
In order to achieve our design goal, we exploit a peculiar feature of mesh networks, i.e., the
existence of a wireless communication infrastructure (consisting of the wireless routers) which is
available to the mesh clients. This leads to the definition of a two-tier peer-to-peer architecture,
where mobile mesh clients (also called leaf peers) provide and use content, and mesh routers
(also called super peers) are used to assist mesh clients in locating the requested resources. The
latter task is accomplished by implementing a distributed hash table (DHT) at the super peer
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level, where super peers establish a limited number of logical links towards other super peers in
the network, and resource requests travel only along these logical links. We propose the Georoy
algorithm (a geographic variation of the Viceroy algorithm introduced in [14]) to implement the
DHT at the super peer level, and we formally prove that the set of logical links created by Georoy
efficiently exploits the underlying physical wireless network. Finally, we verify through simulation
that the search efficiency of Georoy (i.e., the average number of network-layer messages generated
to satisfy a resource request) is as much as 7 times better than that achieved by Viceroy, and
that our proposed Willage platform achieves its goal of enabling efficient and scalable resource
localization in wireless mesh community networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related work, and we
highlight the original contributions of our paper. In Section 3, we present Willage architecture,
and in Section 4 we present the Georoy algorithm for implementing the DHT at the super peer
level. In Section 5, we describe how Georoy can be integrated into the Willage platform, and
in Section 6 we present a simulation-based performance evaluation of our peer-to-peer resource
sharing platform. Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses future research directions.
2 Related work and basic idea
The problem of enabling efficient peer-to-peer (P2P) resource sharing has been widely studied in
the literature, following the success of the Napster file sharing application [15]. Indeed Napster
cannot be considered as a pure P2P approach, since the index of the files available in the network
is maintained by a centralized server: when a new peer joins the network, it provides the catalog
of the files it will to share to the centralized server, which handles also all the search requests
issued by peers. Since the use of a centralized server creates a bottleneck (and unique point of
failure) in the system, several later proposals adopted a distributed approach to solve the P2P
resource sharing problem.
Gnutella v0.4 [6] is an example of flat, unstructured P2P network with no directory service:
when a new peer joins Gnutella, it establishes a number of virtual links to other peers in the
network according to a certain rule, thus forming an overlay network. When a peer receives (or
issues) a search request, it first checks whether the request can be satisfied locally, otherwise it
forwards the request to its neighbors in the overlay. The request is flooded in the network until its
time to live (TTL) expires. Thanks to its fully distributed nature, Gnutella v0.4 displays better
robustness than Napster, but the use of (limited) request flooding causes a considerable message
overhead and reduces the accuracy of the search process.
In order to maintain the search efficiency provided by a directory service while not sacrificing
robustness and scalability, a number of P2P approaches are based on a hierarchical organization
of peers: network members are divided into a large number of peers that provide content (called
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leaf peers), and into a smaller number of peers that implement local directory services and route
search requests (called super peers). In hierarchical P2P networks, each super peer provides
a centralized directory service to a subset of the leaf peers. Leaf peers are connected to one
or more super peers, to which they provide their catalog of shared resources. Super peers are
interconnected by a number of virtual links, thus forming an overlay network at the super peer
level. Search requests originate at leaf peers and are handled by super peers: a leaf peer sends its
request to the super peer(s) to which it is connected to; if it cannot be satisfied locally, the request
is flooded in the super peer overlay network until its TTL (Time To Live) expires. Examples of
hierarchical P2P networks are Gnutella v0.6 [7] and KaZaA [11].
In the above described P2P approaches the virtual overlay network used for searching the
available resources within the network is unstructured. A number of recent proposals is aimed at
improving search accuracy and efficiency by imposing a certain desirable structure to the overlay
network. This is the case of approaches based on the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) abstraction:
a key is assigned to each resource available in the network (e.g., by hashing the resource name),
and a node ID is associated with each peer (e.g., the IP address). A certain range of keys is
assigned to each peer in the system, which is responsible for answering the queries in the range.
Based on its ID, a peer establishes a limited number of virtual links with other peers in the
network, forming a highly structured virtual overlay network. The search process can be seen as
searching a key in a (distributed) hash table, and is performed by comparing the queried key with
the node ID: if the key belongs to the range managed by the node, then the query is answered and
returned to the originating peer, otherwise it is forwarded to a specific neighbor in the overlay,
which is chosen depending on the key value. DHT approaches differ on the structure imposed
to the virtual overlay and on the mechanism used to route search requests in the overlay. For
instance, CAN [17] routes along a hypercube, Chord [22] routes along a ring, Viceroy [14] is based
on a butterfly network, and Tapestry [9] uses a tree. The interesting feature of DHT approaches
is that queries can be correctly answered by traversing a limited number of links in the virtual
overlay network (typically, O(log n) links, where n is the number of peers in the system). On the
other hand, preserving this nice feature in presence of frequent peer join/leaves (as it is typically
the case in P2P applications) is very challenging.
Typically, P2P systems are designed and optimized for use in wired networks (e.g., the In-
ternet). A few recent works have considered the problem of designing and/or extending existing
systems to work efficiently on wireless ad hoc networks. In these networks, many additional chal-
lenges must be faced when designing P2P applications. The main ones are related to the lack of a
wired infrastructure, the unreliability of the wireless channel, and the node mobility. It has been
observed that, in order to tackle these challenges, it is fundamental to carefully build the overlay
network between the peers so that it closely matches the underlying physical network. In other
words, it is desirable that a peer chooses as neighbors in the overlay, nodes that are not too far
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in the physical network1. This can be accomplished by using cross-layering, where the network
layer and the P2P application exchange information in order to optimize system performance. An
example of this approach is presented in [4], where Conti et al. present a cross-layer optimization
of Gnutella2. Another approach is the ORION system proposed in [12], where overlay connections
(which closely match the underlying network topology) are built on-demand and maintained only
as long as necessary. Other authors have focused their attention on file sharing applications,
and more in particular on how to transfer files between peers once the requested file has been
discovered; this task, which is typically accomplished by establishing a TCP connection in wired
networks, presents several challenges in wireless mobile networks. As an example, the approach
presented in [8] is based on partitioning the requested file into small packets and using Turbo
coding to re-build the original file at destination.
It should be observed that, although a careful construction of the overlay helps increasing
the efficiency of P2P systems for wireless ad hoc networks, the combination of node mobility,
lack of infrastructure and unreliable wireless links renders the current proposals unsuitable for
application in large ad hoc networks. Typically, it is assumed that the P2P network is formed by
a few tenths of nodes (see [4, 12]). Hence, the design of a scalable P2P system for wireless ad hoc
networks is still an open problem.
Another area of research which is relevant to our work is the design of storage systems for
archiving data in wireless networks. As an example, in sensor networks, several authors have
suggested that archival data can be stored at the sensor nodes themselves, and that a distributed
indexing mechanism can be used to retrieve the data matching a certain request. An example
of this is presented in GHT [16]; in this work, sensor nodes both store the archival data and
implement a distributed geographic hash table. More recently, Desnoyers et al. [5] have suggested
using a two-tier architecture, where the sensor nodes store the data, and a certain number of proxy
nodes implements the distributed indexing mechanism. Although [5] shows similarities with our
approach, it is tailored to a sensor scenario and thus energy-efficient design is the main target.
The design introduced in this paper presents several novel features. By leveraging the hier-
archical architecture of wireless mesh networks, we propose Willage, a hierarchical P2P system
where leaf peers (the mesh clients) provide content, and super peers (the mesh routers) implement
a DHT. The DHT algorithm used in Willage is a variation of the Viceroy algorithm proposed
in [14] based on the use of geographic information. For this reason, we call our algorithm Georoy.
The use of a DHT allows us to implement a very efficient indexing of the available resources:
every super peer maintains virtual links only to a constant number of neighbors (at most 7, in-
1Similar concepts have been used also in traditional, Internet-based P2P designs. For instance, the approach
presented in [18] builds the overlay by choosing neighbors depending on the link latency.
2The authors implement Gnutella v0.6, but they consider only super peers. So, their approach can be straight-
forwardly applied also to Gnutella v0.4.
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dependently of the system size), and queries can be correctly answered by traversing at most
O(log n) links in the virtual overlay at the super peer level, where n is the number of super peers
in the network. Furthermore, our design ensures load balancing in the overlay network, and effi-
cient maintenance of the distributed indexing mechanism in presence of super peer and leaf peer
join/leaves.
Another major contribution of this paper is a theoretical analysis of the stretch factor of the
overlay network built by Georoy. Informally speaking, the stretch factor measures how close a
virtual overlay is to the topology of the underlying network (see Section 4.3 for a formal definition):
the lower the stretch factor, the closer the virtual overlay to the physical underlying network.
Under the assumption that super peers are distributed uniformly at random in a square region,
we formally prove that the stretch factor of our system is at most O(
√
n log n), showing that the
virtual overlay closely matches the underlying network topology. We observe that proving similar
properties in traditional, Internet-based P2P systems is very difficult, since little is known about
the actual topology of the Internet. Also, no similar bound has been so far proved for wireless ad
hoc or sensor networks.
We also discuss how the Georoy DHT algorithm can be integrated in the Willage platform,
accounting for leaf peer join/leaves, and leaf peer mobility. Finally, we present a simulation-
based evaluation of Georoy’s performance, which shows that our proposed algorithm achieves
significantly better performance with respect to Viceroy.
3 Willage platform: architecture and notation
In this section we describe the general architecture of the Willage platform and introduce the
notation which will be used in the rest of the paper.
The Willage system architecture is shown in Figure 1. The network consists of two-tiers.
The lower tier is composed of a large number of mobile user terminals in the following referred
to as leaf peers (LP). These nodes provide the resources to be shared in the community network.
The upper tier is composed of a smaller number (when compared to the number of leaf peers)
of static and reliable community nodes which give wireless access and allow peer-to-peer resource
provisioning. These nodes are supposed to be almost always active since their unavailability may
cause the partition of the wireless community network. Some of these nodes can be connected to
the Internet through a cabled connection but the majority are not. In the following we will refer
to community nodes as super peer (SP) nodes.
Each LP accesses the network through a certain SP, even while moving. More specifically,
the LP evaluates the signal strength for each SP in its vicinity and, at any time, connects to the
one it receives the stronger signal from. Due to LP’s movements, the SP they are connected to
dynamically changes and occasional disconnections from the super peer overlay can also occur.
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SPs are responsible for providing a distributed catalog of the available resources to the network.
To this purpose, SPs compose an overlay network, realizing a distributed hash table (DHT)
abstraction. The algorithm used for the management of the overlay network, called Georoy, is
a variation of Viceroy [14] which takes into account geographic information, and is presented in
Section 4.
Now we introduce some notation which will be used through the rest of the paper. We denote
the set of leaf peers belonging to the Willage by U and the set of community nodes by P . In
the example reported in Figure 1, we have U = {1, 2, ..., 20} and P = {A,B,C,D,E, F}. Also,
we denote as p(u), with p(u) ∈ P , the community node selected by u ∈ U as its responsible
community node. SP p(u) is called the responsible SP of LP u. In Figure 1, p(1) = ... = p(4) = A,
p(5) = ... = p(8) = B, p(9) = ... = p(13) = C, p(14) = ... = p(16) = D, p(17) = p(18) = E, and
p(19) = p(20) = F . Observe that only one responsible super peer is selected for each leaf peer,
whereas several leaf peers may select the same super peer as responsible SP. Accordingly, for any
p ∈ P we denote as Up the set of leaf peers that have selected p as their responsible SP, i.e.,
Up = {u ∈ U : p(u) = p}. As an example, in Figure 1 we have UA = {1, 2, 3, 4}, UB = {5, 6, 7, 8},
UC = {9, 10, 11, 12, 13}, UD = {14, 15, 16}, UE = {17, 18}, and UF = {19, 20}.
Finally, we assume that each LP has a Home SP which does not change as the LP moves. For
any LP u ∈ U we denote such Home SP as p(H)(u); observe that in general p(H)(u) 6= p(u). The
Home SP of u is responsible of maintaining up to date the information about the localization of
u, that is its responsible SP p(u), and the resources that u is willing to share.
4 The DHT algorithm
The algorithm used to implement the DHT abstraction at the super peer level is an adaptation of
the Viceroy algorithm introduced in [14] to the wireless mesh network scenario. For this reason,
we describe Viceroy before introducing our algorithm.
4.1 The Viceroy algorithm
In Viceroy both peer IDs and resource keys are mapped by a hashing function into to the same ID
space (metric), i.e. the unit ring [0, 1]. Each key resides on the peer with the smallest ID larger
than the key ID, i.e. the key range associated with peer p comprises all the resource keys with
ID smaller than p and larger than the ID of the predecessor of p in the unit ring (see Figure 2).
For simplicity, from now on we use notation p to denote both a generic peer and its ID in [0, 1],
and notation k to denote both a generic resource key k and its ID in [0, 1]. Note that two keys
that are close in the ID space are located on peers which are also close in the same metric space.
Viceroy’s overlay network uses both “short” and “long” range links between peers, which are
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established by combining the unit ring topology with an approximation of the butterfly network3.
In order to emulate the butterfly network, each peer is assigned a certain level in the network, i.e.
the identity of a node in the network is composed of the pair (p, lp), where p is the peer ID and
lp is the level of node p in the butterfly.
ID and level assignment. When joining the network for the first time, a SP p chooses uni-
formly, at random, a value in the [0, 1] interval, which represents its ID. Then, p randomly chooses
its level lp in the butterfly. Ideally, a peer should select its level by choosing uniformly at ran-
dom a number in {1, . . . , log n}, where n is the number of nodes currently forming the network.
Since exactly computing n is virtually impossible in practice, the following procedure is used to
compute an approximation of n. When joining the network, peer p first computes the distance
d(p, succ(p)) to its successor in the unit ring by invoking a LOOKUP(p,p) operation (see below
for a description of the LOOKUP procedure); then, it estimates n as n0 = 1/d(p, succ(p)), and
selects a level by picking uniformly at random a number in {1, . . . , log n0}.
While the peer ID does not change during network lifetime, the peer level can change in order
to maintain a balanced subdivision of nodes into stages when new peers join/leave the network.
More in particular, a peer must recompute its level when its successor in the unit ring (and,
consequently, its estimation of n) changes.
Overlay construction. Viceroy’s overlay network uses three types of directed links: i) unit-ring
links, which connect a peer with its predecessor and its successor in the unit ring; (ii) level-ring
links, which are used to form a virtual bi-directional ring between the peers at the same level;
and butterfly links, which are used to emulate a butterfly network. Butterfly links are composed
of an upward and two downward links. The upward link connects peer p at level h > 1 to the first
(h− 1)-level peer after position p on the unit ring. The downward left link (the short range link)
connects p to the first (h+1)-level peer after position p on the unit ring; the downward right link
(the long range link) connects p to the first (h+ 1)-level peer after position p+ 1/2h on the unit
ring. Summarizing, every peer in the Viceroy overlay network has at most 7 outgoing links: 2
unit-ring links, 2 level-ring links, and 3 butterfly links (see Figure 3).
Routing. Routing in Viceroy is essentially performed by invoking a LOOKUP(x, y) function,
where x is the requested key or peer ID (we recall that both resource keys and peer IDs are
mapped in the same metric space), and y is the ID of the peer that invoked the function. The
result of a LOOKUP(x, y) operation is the value associated with key x, or the ID of the peer that
manages the key range to which x belongs (i.e. the peer with smaller ID larger than x) if no value
3The butterfly network on n nodes is a multi stage network with logn stages, where a node at stage i is connected
with a limited number of nodes at stages i− 1 and i+ 1. For a description of the butterfly network, see [21].
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is associated with x. When the peer y at level ly needs to retrieve key x, it initializes the current
position to y and invokes the LOOKUP(x, y) function. The LOOKUP request is routed in the
overlay, using the following three-phased process:
1. up to the root: starting from y, the request is recursively forwarded upward in the butterfly
- each time updating the current position - using the upward link, until level 1 is reached;
2. traverse the tree: the request is forwarded downward in the butterfly, using either the short
or the long range link depending on whether x is at distance smaller than 1/2h from the
current position or not;
3. traverse the ring: finally, when the current peer has no downward links or it overshoots the
target x, the request is forwarded using the level-ring and/or unit-ring links, until the peer
s that manages the key range to which x belongs is found. Node s then returns the answer
to the LOOKUP operation to y.
Overlay maintenance. A peer y in the overlay maintains the following information: (1) the
ID on the unit ring (for simplicity, y); (2) the current level ly; (3) the connections on the unit ring,
predy and succy; (4) the connections on the level ring, predly and succ
l
y; (5) the upward butterfly
connection, succl−1y ; and (6) the downward butterfly connections, shortl+1y and longl+1y .
When a new peer y joins the network, it first selects its ID as described above. By invoking
LOOKUP(y, y)4, node y finds its successor succy in the ring, and establishes a connection to it.
By exchanging information with succy, peer y knows the ID of its predecessor predy in the ring,
and establishes a connection to it. Both succy and predy update their predecessor and successor
link, respectively, in order to reconfigure the correct links in the unit ring. Then, succy transfers
to y all the key-value pairs whose key is between predy and y. This completes the unit ring
update. After that, peer y selects the current level ly in the butterfly as described above. Then,
it finds its successor succly and predecessor pred
l
y in the level ring by single-stepping on the unit
ring, and establishes connections with them. The predecessor and successor links in the level ring
of peers succly and pred
l
y are updated accordingly. Finally, node y establishes the butterfly links
by finding succl−1y and shortl+1y (this can be done by single stepping on the unit ring), and longl+1y
(this can be done by invoking LOOKUP(y+1/2ly , y), and then single stepping on the unit ring).
When peer y leaves the network, it has to remove all its established connections, notifying all
neighbors in the overlay to update their links; then, y transfers its content to its successor in the
unit ring.
When the current level changes (we recall that this is possible if succy changes), peer y
has to update its level ring connections and butterfly connections, notifying the neighbors when
necessary.
4Given the assumption of uniform ID distribution, the probability of two peers having the same ID tends to 0.
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Viceroy’s properties. The following properties of Viceroy have been proved in [14], under
the assumption that peer IDs and resource keys are distributed independently and uniformly at
random in [0, 1]:
– dilation: If n peers are present in the network, then a LOOKUP operation is successfully
completed by traversing at most O(log n) links w.h.p.5
– congestion: Let the load of a peer be the probability that it is involved in a LOOKUP
operation on a random value generated at a random starting point, and let the congestion
of the network be the maximum of the peer loads. If n nodes are present in the network,
the expected load for any peer is O(log n/n), and the congestion is O((log2 n)/n) w.h.p.
– node degree: If n peers are present in the network, then the out-degree of each node is at
most 7, the expected in-degree is O(1), and the largest in-degree of a peer is O(log n) w.h.p.
4.2 The Georoy algorithm
In this sub-section we show how to adapt Viceroy to the wireless mesh network scenario. First,
we observe that, differently from Viceroy, in Georoy we assume a hierarchy of peers, where the
lower tier of the hierarchy is composed of leaf peers that provide content to the network, and
the higher tier is composed of super peers that implement a distributed index of the available
resources. Hence, in Georoy we assume that identities (i.e., a peer ID in the [0,1] interval, and a
level in the butterfly) are assigned only to super peers. Also, a resource ID is assigned to each
resource made available in the network; the resource ID is mapped into [0,1] by an appropriate
hash function. In Georoy, the answer to a lookup operation on a certain resource k contains the
location of the resource (e.g., the addresses of the leaf peer which holds k and its Home SP) in
case k is available. As explained also in Section 5.1, in Willage we distinguish between two
types of unavailability of the requested resource: temporary unavailability (i.e., the resource is
available at some LP, u, in the network, but u is currently disconnected from the network), and
permanent unavailability (i.e., none of the LPs has the requested resource). The answer to the
lookup operation on k could be the address of p(H)(u) in case of temporary unavailability, and
the ID of the super peer that manages the key range to which the key associated with k belongs
in case of permanent unavailability.
In what follows, we assume that peers6 are distributed in a square deployment region of side
s, for some constant s > 0, i.e. peers are located in7 R = [0, s)2. Furthermore, we assume that
peers (i.e., wireless community nodes) are aware of their position in R.
5W.h.p. means with probability at least 1− c/n, for some constant c > 0.
6From now on in this Section, the term ‘peer’ is used instead of the term ‘super peer’.
7The use of a right open interval is needed to simplify the definition of the ID mapping function below, and it
has no practical consequences.
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Our goal is to define a mechanism to assign peer IDs that preserves geographical proximity, i.e.
two peers which are geographically close should be assigned close IDs in the unit ring. Preserving
proximity is fundamental to achieve a close correspondence between the virtual overlay and the
physical network topology.
In the Georoy algorithm, peer IDs are computed as follows. Let (x, y) denote the coordinates
of peer p in R. We define a mapping function M that maps a point in R into [0, 1] as follows:
M(x, y) =

x∆
s2
+ b y∆c · ∆s ifb y∆c is even
(s−x)∆
s2
+ b y∆c · ∆s ifb y∆c is odd
, (1)
where ∆ is an arbitrary constant with 0 < ∆ < s.
The intuition behind our mapping function is depicted in Figure 4: the deployment region R
is divided into s/∆ sub-regions of equal area, which are defined in terms of the y coordinate. All
the nodes in the same sub-region are mapped into the same segment of the unit ring, where the
position of the node within the segment is determined by its x coordinate. In order to preserve
proximity, the order of nodes in a segment is reversed alternately (see Figure 4).
4.3 Georoy analysis
We first show that Georoy preserves all the nice properties of the Viceroy algorithm described in
Section 4.1, under the assumption that wireless community nodes are distributed independently
and uniformly at random in R = [0, s)2. This fact is a straightforward consequence of the following
theorem, which shows that the functionM defined in the previous section maps a two-dimensional
uniform distribution of wireless community nodes (peers) in R into a uniform distribution of peer
IDs in [0, 1].
Theorem 1. Assume the wireless community nodes (peers) are distributed independently and
uniformly at random in R = [0, s)2; then, the peer IDs computed according to mapping M are
distributed independently and uniformly at random in [0, 1].
Proof. [sketch] Let Sx,d = [x, x+d], with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1−d and 0 < d ≤ 1, be an arbitrary segment of
length d in [0, 1], and letM−1(Sx,d) be the set of points in R which are mapped to Sx,d by usingM.
It is easy to see that the area |M−1(Sx,d)| of the regionM−1(Sx,d) depends only on d, i.e. segments
of equal length d in [0, 1] correspond to regions of the same area |M−1(Sx,d)| = f(d). From this
fact, and from the assumption that wireless community nodes are distributed independently and
uniformly at random inR, it follows that peer IDs are distributed uniformly at random in [0, 1].
Corollary 1. Georoy preserves the properties of dilation, congestion, and node degree of Viceroy.
We now prove an upper bound on the stretch factor of our algorithm, which is formally defined
as follows:
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Definition 1 (Stretch factor). Given a query on key k, let l(k) be the hop distance in the
physical network between the peer at which the query is originated and the peer that manages the
key range to which k belongs; furthermore, let P (k) be the path traversed by the query on k in the
overlay network, and let l(P (k)) be hop length of P (k) in the physical network. The stretch factor
is:
stretch(k) =
l(P (k))
l(k)
. (2)
In order to prove the bound, we first show that a 1-hop path in the overlay network corresponds
to a path with at most
√
n
logn hops in the physical network.
Lemma 1. Assume n wireless community nodes, each with transmitting range r, are distributed
independently and uniformly at random in R = [0, s)2. Furthermore, assume that r = 2s
√
2 logn
n .
Then, a 1-hop path in the overlay network corresponds to a path with at most
√
n
logn hops in the
physical network, a.a.s.8
Proof. Let us divide R into non-overlapping square cells of equal side h = r
2
√
2
. The value of h
is chosen so that, independently of its location, any node in a cell has a direct communication
link to every other node in its cell and in the neighbor cells (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
adjacency). Thus, we have a total of N = 8s
2
r2
cells. Under the assumption that r = 2s
√
2 logn
n ,
we can use occupancy theory (Th. 1, pg. 5 of [13]) to prove that every cell contains at least one
node a.a.s. We observe that the longest possible 1-hop path in the overlay network has length
s
√
2 (which corresponds to the diagonal of R), and that this length is covered by traversing at
most
√
N =
√
n
logn cells. Since every cell contains at least one node a.a.s., we have that the
progress towards the destination at each hop in the physical network is of at least one cell a.a.s.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Note that Lemma 1 requires a condition on the transmitting range of the community nodes,
which implies that the physical network must be relatively dense: every community node has
O(log n) neighbors on the average. On the other hand, it is well know that this is the mini-
mum possible density that is required to have an a.a.s. connected network under the assumption
of uniformly distributed nodes (see, for instance, Th. 4.1.1, pg. 42 of [19]). Since in commu-
nity networks having a connected network at the wireless router level is fundamental to provide
community-related services, the condition of Lemma 1 is not stringent.
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, the stretch factor of the Georoy algorithm is
O(
√
n log n) a.a.s.
Proof. By the dilation property of Georoy, we have that a query traverses O(log n) hops in the
overlay network w.h.p. By Lemma 1, each hop corresponds to at most
√
n
logn hops in the physical
8A.a.s. (Asymptotically Almost Surely) means with probability that converges to 1 as n→∞.
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network a.a.s. Hence, a query traverses at most O(
√
n log n) hops in the physical network a.a.s.
The proof follows by observing that we have l(k) ≥ 1 for any possible query on key k.
5 Willage procedures
In this section we describe the procedures required by the Willage platform to integrate the
Georoy DHT algorithm in the overall system.
First, we note that at a certain time instant, t, the generic LP u may periodically pass from
active state to inactive in the Willage, and viceversa. Accordingly, a joining and a leaving
procedure are required. These is described in Section 5.1. The procedures required to update the
distributed resource catalog when a LP decides to share a new resource, or not to share a certain
resource anymore, are presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes how Willage addresses the
retrieval of resources. Finally, the handoff of LPs from the formerly responsible SP to another is
dealt with in Section 5.4.
5.1 LP joining/leaving procedures
When a new LP u passes from the inactive to the active state, a joining operation is needed, i.e.,
node u must connect to one SP in its proximity and the information about the resources available
in the distributed catalog must be updated.
To this end, LP u first listens in the wireless interface if there is any SP in its radio coverage.
If at least one SP is heard, then u selects the one with the highest signal-to-noise ratio, which
we denote as p(u), and registers to it. Upon registering, LP u provides p(u) with the list of the
resources it is willing to share. Such information is maintained up to date by p(u) in a local
database of avalaible resources. Accordingly, any SP, p, has a list of the resources shared by all
the LPs it is responsible for, Up.
Node u stores another list with the resources it was willing to share the last time it was
connected to the network. If there are changes, i.e., leaf peer u wants to share new resources
and/or does not want to share certain resources which are in the above list, then it must inform
the Home SP p(H)(u) according to the procedure described in Section 5.2.
When a LP u leaves the community network, the list of resources available in the network
has to be updated. To this purpose, node u notifies its responsible SP, p(u), before leaving the
network, and p(u) puts the resources shared by u in park mode through an appropriate tagging
of the entry in its local database. Also the Home SP, p(H)(u), must be informed that u is leaving
the network so that it puts in the park mode the resources shared by u.
As a consequence, if u joins again the same SP, the only operation required is to move the
reources shared by u in the available mode through a de-tagging of the relevant entries of the local
resource database in p(u) and in the catalog stored at p(H)(u).
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In this way the signaling in the network is maintained at a minimum level. Resources that
are in park mode for a time interval longer than a given threshold are removed from the local
resource database, and considered as no longer available. The IDs of these resources are notified
by p(H)(u) to the SPs that manage the corresponding key ranges, so that they can decide whether
to remove the corresponding resource ID from the distributed catalog (according to whether the
same resource has re-appeared or not in another part of the network).
Note that a LP u can also detach from the network without notifying its responsible SP. Such
event can be detected by the network as follows. If for a certain time interval, τD, the SP p(u)
does not receive any query from u, then it sends a beacon to u. If p(u) does not receive any
answer from u within a certain time, it labels the resources shared by LP u as in park mode and
informs p(H)(u).
5.2 Insertion/removal of resources to/from the distributed catalog
Suppose that LP u wants to share a new resource in the Willage. There are two cases:
a p(u) = p(H)(u). In this case, node u informs node p(u). This node evaluates the key k
identifying the new resource and forwards all information required to localize k to the SP
which is responsible of managing the corresponding key range.
b p(u) 6= p(H)(u). In this case, node u informs node p(u), which inserts the new resource
in the catalog of the locally available resources and then informs p(H)(u). The latter next
updates the distributed catalog as in the previous case.
Observe that in case b) the utilization of the Home SP requires a further step, i.e., to inform
node p(H)(u). Although this produces some overhead, the Home SP mechanism achieves better
performance in case of LP mobility, as will be described in Section 5.4 and confirmed by the
simulation results shown in Section 6.
Similar procedures are executed when a node is not anymore willing to share a certain resource.
5.3 Information retrieval
Search requests are issued at the lower tier, and are routed in the overlay at the upper tier. When
a LP u issues a request for a certain resource, it forwards such request to its SP p(u). The SP
p(u) first checks whether the request can be satisfied locally using the local available resources
database9. If the request cannot be satisfied locally, i.e., the corresponding resource is not stored
by any of the LP belonging to Up(u), then node p(u) initiates a search in the overlay network as
9In a follow up paper, we will address the problem of having multiple copies of the same resource in the network
labelled with different keys. Moreover, we will also deal with the problem of multiple copies of the same resource
characterized by different reliability levels so that a priority choice can be done.
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described in Section 4.2. Let v denote the LP storing the requested resource. The result of the
algorithm is the identifier of the Home SP of v, that is p(H)(v).
The request will thus be forwarded towards p(H)(v), which stores information about the lo-
cation of v. If the resource is available the requesting node u is informed about the identity
and position of v, i.e., its address and responsible SP. If the resource is currently in park mode,
the SP p(H)(v) informs node u that the requested resource is currently not available and u can
decide whether to wait until the resource becomes available or not. In the former case, SP p(H)(v)
informs u when the resource is available again and the resource transfer can begin10.
If the LP v moves or switches off during the resource transfer, the download stops and a new
resource request procedure has to be initiated. When the resource is found again, download can
be completed. In this context, fragmentation mechanisms could be used so that download of only
the missing fragments is required, thus increasing efficieny.
Finally, if the requesting LP, u, moves or switches off during the resource transfer, the download
stops and is restored when u becomes available again.
5.4 LP handoff management
Suppose that a certain LP u, which was formerly associated with SP p′, migrates in the coverage
area of another SP, p′′. In this case the following operations are required: (i) informing node
p(H)(u) that from now on p(u) = p′′; (ii) deleting the resources stored by u from the catalog of
the resources locally available at p′; (iii) inserting the resources stored by u into the catalog of the
resources locally available at p′′; and (iv) informing all the LPs that are currently downloading
resources from u, if any, that this node has moved to another position.
Observe that the use of the Home SP mechanism increases efficiency significantly when handoff
occurs. In fact, besides local signaling between the leaf peer u and the past and current responsible
SPs, p′ and p′′, only a location update must be sent to the Home SP, p(H)(u). Instead, if the
Home SP mechanism was not used, the location update should have to be trasferred to all SPs
that contain the location information concerning node u.
6 Performance evaluation
We consider a wireless mesh community network organized into two-tiers consisting of NSP super
peer nodes and NLP leaf peer nodes, with NSP ∈ [16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121, 144], and NLP =
1000, respectively.
The network area is supposed to be a square 1000x1000 m2 large. Furthermore, LP nodes are
assumed to be distributed uniformly at random, while SP nodes are assumed to be distributed
10This is typically done in peer-to-peer applications.
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over a grid so that the coordinates of the i-th SP, (xi, yi), are given by:
xi =

(
i− b i−1√
NSP
c · √NSP − 12
)
·∆ ∀i ∈ [1, NSP ] : b i−1√NSP c is even.
s−
(
i− b i−1√
NSP
c · √NSP − 12
)
·∆ ∀i ∈ [1, NSP ] : b i−1√NSP c is odd.
(3)
and
yi = b i− 1√
NSP
c ·∆+ ∆
2
(4)
where s = 1000 m and we set ∆ = s/
√
NSP . As a consequence, applying eq. (1), we obtain that
the identifier of the n-th SP is given by:
pn =M(xn, yn) =
(
n− 1
2
)
· 1
NSP
(5)
Furthermore, we assume that SPs pi and pj , with i, j ∈ [1, NSP ] and i 6= j, located in the positions
(xi, yi) and (xj , yj), respectively, are connected by a link if and only if one of the four following
conditions hold: (a) xi = xj and yi = yj +∆; (b) xi = xj and yi = yj −∆; (c) xi = xj +∆ and
yi = yj ; or (d) xi = xj −∆ and yi = yj .
In this section we will assess the Willage system performance through simulations and com-
pare it to that of other relevant solutions. More specifically, first we will focus on the performance
of Georoy and compare it to Viceroy. Here the performance metrics under investigation will be
the number of logical links in P (k), i.e., the path traversed by a query on a generic key k in the
overlay network, the number of hops in the physical network of P (k), i.e., l(P (k)), and the stretch
factor defined as in (2). Then, we will assess the Willage platform in two critical cases, i.e.,
1) when a leaf peer makes handoff from a SP to another; and 2) when a new resource must be
added to the distributed catalog of the shared resources (or a resource must be removed from the
distributed catalog of the shared resources).
Observe that both Georoy and Viceroy only consider SPs, therefore a variation in the number
of LPs does not affect the performance of the algorithm. This is why the number of LPs has been
assumed to be constant and equal to 1000.
In Figure 5, we compare the average number of logical links traversed by a query using Georoy
and Viceroy algorithms vs. the number of SPs. Each result was obtained by averaging over 10000
simulations. As expected, Georoy and Viceroy algorithms exhibit the same behavior in terms of
logical links being traversed at the overlay network level by a query on a certain resource key. This
is because the only difference between Viceroy and Georoy lies in the way the overlay network is
mapped into the physical network and thus there are no differences at the overlay network level.
The same consideration also applies to the variance of the number of logical links traversed by a
query on a certain key, as shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 7 we show the average number of hops traversed in the physical network by a query
on a certain key when Georoy and Viceroy algorithms are utilized. It can be observed that the
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Georoy algorithm drastically reduces the number of physical hops needed to localize the searched
resource with respect to the Viceroy algorithm. This was an expected result, and is due to the
mapping function used in Georoy to reduce the stretch factor.
To additionally highlight the effectiveness of Georoy when compared to Viceroy, in Figure 8
we show a comparison between the stretch factor of the two algorithms. As expected, the Viceroy
algorithm has a stretch factor which can be as much as 7 times higher than that of Georoy. Once
again, the reason of this has to be searched in the similarity between the overlay and the physical
network obtained using the Georoy approach. In Figure 8 we also show the upper bound on the
Georoy stretch factor as given in Theorem 2. Notice that the stretch factor of Viceroy is far above
this bound.
We also assessed the performance of theWillage platform in terms of the amount of signaling
generated in two significant cases.
More specifically, in Figure 9 we show the average number of hops at the physical layer tra-
versed by signals to update the information about the resources shared by a LP in the distributed
catalog when the operations described in Section 5.2 are performed. In order to evaluate the
impact of the Home SP mechanism on Willage performance, in the same figure we show the
signaling generated when the Home SP is not employed. As discussed in Section 5.2, the intro-
duction of the Home SP causes further signaling during the information update phase. This is
confirmed by the results reported in Figure 9; however, the Home SP mechanism allows a sig-
nificant signaling decrease in in case of a LP handoff from a SP to another. This is shown in
Figure 10, where we present the average signaling generated due to the event of a LP u changing
its SP. In this case, the distributed hash table requires to be updated as described in Section 5.4.
In Figure 10 we also show the performance results achieved when the Home SP mechanism is not
used for three different values of the number of resources shared by each LP, n(res) = 5, 10, and
20. Results in Figure 10 show that when the Home SP mechanism is not utilized, the number of
resources shared by a LP, i.e., n(res), has a significant impact on the amount of signaling. This
is because, when the Home SP mechanism is not utilized, all the SPs that manage the location
information of the migrating LP must be informed of the new location. Obviously, as the number
of resources shared by the LP u increases, the number of SPs that must be informed increases
as well. On the contrary, the signaling generated by LP handoff in case of Willage does not
depend on the number of resources shared by the LP. This property ensures the scalability of
Willage performance even when a very large number of resources is shared by network users. In
any case, we stress that the Willage platform always achieves the smallest amount of signaling
with respect to the other solutions. Looking at these figures it is clear that the advantages of
using the Home SP mechanism increase as n(res) increases.
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7 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have introduced the Willage platform for peer-to-peer resource sharing in
wireless mesh community networks, we have studied the properties of one of its major building
blocks (the Georoy algorithm), and verified through simulation that Willage achieves the goal
of enabling efficient and scalable peer-to-peer resource sharing.
There are several ways to extend the work presented in this paper, which we are currently
investigating. For instance, we are considering resource replication techniques to improve re-
source availability, and studying which is the optimal strategy for locating resource replicas in
the Willage system. Also, we are considering strategies for cross-layer optimization of the
Georoy algorithm which exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless communications. More work
needs to be also done in the evaluation of Willage’s performance under highly dynamic network
conditions.
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Figure 1: Willage system architecture.
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Figure 2: Viceroy’s mapping of peer IDs and resource keys in the unit ring. Peer p manages all
the resource keys in range(p).
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Figure 3: Viceroy’s overlay network. For clarity, unit-ring links are not shown, and level-ring and
upward links are shown only at level 4.
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Figure 4: The mapping M: R is divided into sub-regions (shaded area), and nodes in the same
sub-region are mapped into the same segment of the unit ring. The order of nodes in a segment
is reversed alternately to preserve proximity.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the average numbers of logical links in the overlay network level
in Georoy and Viceroy.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the variance of the numbers of logical links at the overlay network
level in Georoy and Viceroy.
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Figure 7: Comparison between the average number of hops in the physical network in case of
Georoy and Viceroy.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the average Stretch Factor of Viceroy, Georoy, and the theoretical
upper bound for Georoy derived in Theorem 2.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the signaling generated when the resources shared by a LP change
in case the Home SP mechanism is used (Willage) and in case it is not used (No Home SP).
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Figure 10: Comparison between the signaling generated when a LP makes handoff according to
whether the Home SP mechanism is used (Willage) or not (No Home SP), for different values
of n(res).
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